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A wel nown fact of paired-associate (P learn_ng is that repeti on of.

pairs results in a

to the nrcbahilitv of c

nativelv-celerrited acoulsirion curve in regard

recall, There, of course, exists a numbe

differing theories as to what psychological processes and sta ,es that occur

"A icqiiisition (,g. l!nderwood & Schultz, 146): Martin, 1467: Creeno 1970).

The current research set out to investigate underlying storage and retrieval

TL,es,that occur with PA acquisition. The et ent research thus involves a

aliz.arion of the stor. e-retrieval sepa ation technique recently developed

for Ole Firown-Pete on task (Chechile, 1973 Chechile & Butler, 1975; Chechile

& _Meyer, 1976). The separation procedure enables the probability of correct-re-

'call, 0 , to be uniquely factored into two other components for a modified. PA
es-

ta k. One component, is identified with the probability of sufficient tor-

ae of the list, and the other component, 0i, is ident fiedAwith the prcbability

sutces f 1 retrieval when the information is stored sufficien ly. In eallen e,

the procedure provides for standardized and previouialy validated measures of -

storage and retrieval that apOly for each subject and for each t ial.

te the task, the data structirre illustrated in figure 1 is required

for each subject in order to apply the separation technique. The randomdnter-

Insert _igure 1 abot_ here

Mixing _of he recall and recognition test cues is a necessary step In order to

assure the homogeneous processing for both-test cues.
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Insert fIgure 2 about h

Thi it seems resso bie that both and retrieval can continuously

vary in strength or effe-etivenesa, it Is convenient to dichotomiZe both factors.

Storage will be dichotomized as either sufficient or insuffIcient. Fractional

no inforMation will he grouped and characte ized as insufficient, since

in both cases the subjects wou d not have recalled the entire target item. Thus

on any trial the subject either has sufficient or insufficient storage concern-

irm the tarcet information. Now

he subj

many .trials the rop'rtIon of times that

icientiv stores the target infor -n will be defined as
s'

probability of storage. Notice that the question of what is stored is not being

addressed here, but just the que ion,-"how frequently was something sufficiently

o ed?"

Given that sufficient st ras,e has occurred on a tr.al, then retrieval can

be dichotomized into successful retrieval of all of the stored information and

unsu6cessful or incomplete retrieval. Across the trials where there is sufficient

storage the propartionof times that the subject successfully retrieves the in-

formation will be defined as Pr, the probability of retrieval. Obvi usly the

probability of cor ect recall, 9, since correct recall requires
s r'

both . uffjeIent storage and successful retrieval.

The probabilistic task analysis of the old recogni inn

lustrated in Figure 3 as a tree diagram. It is

has sufficient

response whe

-age, at

the '

the time of test, then the sutoect

ials is il-

when the subject

give the "yes

tine denotes highest confidence. When thee is in-

sufficient storage then there may be guessing processes involved-. The proportion

of trials that the subj =t correctly gives the 'yes resoonse when there Is in-
]

sufficient storage is defined as O, the guessing-probability for old r
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The parameters 0 93 and 04 correspond to the rating responses as shown in

Figure 3.

The task analysis for distrector recognition Is illustrated in Figure 4.

liecause guessing process_ hould be different foe distraetor as compared to

old recognition, a different guessing parameter, is employed.. Also, since

there could be different rat_ng processes, e5, 96, 07 and 08 are introduced.

Finally, it should be pointed out that the same store parameter 0 appears on

recall, old recognition, and diatractor recognition trials. This assumption

reasonable since the recall and r ion test trial \are to berannomized

throughout the experimental
session so:as to insure that the subj

no"7clue prior

1 have

the testing time aS to the type of test procedure that will be

used on that trthl.

Lastly, in order to check for ret_ieval
difficulties in recognition, an-

other task analysis for distractor recognition can be examined. This probabil

istic task analysis is shown in figure 5 and Involves a. r nition- etrieval

parameter,

Inner 5 about here

10.0000

The tree diagram shown in figure 5 is the most general case since,vhen edr

is the case shoWn in figure 4. The _esulting estimation equations for this

general case are shown in figure 6. Finally, an example of a typical .separ*tion

subject investigated by Chechile (1973) is shown in figure 7.

Insert figures 6 and 7 ab ut here
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The data, nl, i1 n16; n21 ! ' ' n2_
for which these distributions

were based are respectively 53,27; 0 2,76 0,1,1; 1,3,0,0,1,75. Notice that

each distrIbution Is a.separate unimodal function. Also the standard deviations

I- 9 and 9 are respectively .027 and .061. Thu5, for the above e.-mple, the
s r

correct reeall measure of 51/80 or -66 is uninuely factorable into Os k .93 and

- .73 such that Os 9 .66.
-r

One important result qoncernlng the validity issue has been the data on

the independence of the storage and retrieval components of r all. J'or example,

,errein (1976) has __un that some independent variables only affect the retrie-.'

val measure. Also, Chechile (1973),Chechile & Meyer (1976), Chechile 6 Butler

(1975), and Cerrefti (1976) have typically Iound that even when both st-rage and

retrieval measu -ignificantly-Change In the same direction, these changes

are statIstically uncorrelated. These studies resulted in low, insignificant

correlations between storagechanges and retrieval changes indicating, of course,

that knowledge of a particular subjec_ storage change results in virtually no

predictability in regard to that eubj 's retrieval change. .Consequently cor-

rect recall is obviously decomp sed into t independent processes, indicating

that the resulting storage and reti

atcd components of recall.

Another Indication of validity comer from n pulations of memory search

When the subject is permitted more tim, to retrIee the target informe-

n at the time of

asui.es are orthogonal and unconea-In-

ith tota1 _bee of,the trial held constant). recall

pe formance ia imp oved (Chechile & Meyer, 1976). In.addition, the storage par-

ameter ms invariant with respect to this manipulation and oLy the retrieval

pare eter changed. Obviously, the greater retrieval time.resulted in a more ex-

tencIve memory search and hence improved the probability of succe riful retrieval.'

The finding that search time af ecta only retrieVal la particularly important

becaune thst is the only a ziaireabonabl. outcome that one Should expect if
-



the measures of storage and retrieval are valid., Thus' taken together the sep-

aratIon procedure is a valid and powerful tool for investigat ng the underlying

processes that occur during the acquisition of a PA list.

Method

Thirty subjects in this experiment learned to criterion an 1_ Item PA list

by -odified study-recall _ethod. The stimuli -ere randomly CVC'Evranging

12-157 in meaningfulness from Archer (1960) and the responses were random AA

words from Thorndike-Lo ge (1944). The randomized:lairs were auditorily pre-

sented by means of a Sony 105 tape recorder and Superex ST-Pro headphones at a

2 second rate in the study phase and with a 1 _econd pau e between4lairs. In

the test phase of each trial,.a random 1/3 of the responses were tested with a

recall cue, and a random 2/3 of the _esponses were tested equally with either an

old or a distracter rectignition cue. Distractor lire condisted of a rand .re-

ordering of the stimulus With one of the other 1 responses. The randomize-

Lion as to type of test trial was restricted such that across a block of three

trials each test cue was used for each stimulus. During test phasev each, test

iitem was followed by a 21/2 second response interval. The end of the response

period Vas marked 'by a buzzer which was sounded for 1/2 second and then followed
,

by the next test item. Additionally, 37point confIdence ratings were obtained

in the case of recogni ion testing where instructi ns stressed that the 3 rating

was to be the most Confidant case that involves no guessing whatsoever. 'Finally,
a

crIterIon for mast -y of the list was defined as 3 consecutive perfeet trials

(6 correct recalls, and 12 correct and 34i-rated r gnitions) igus a final recall

all 18 it

noncriterion subjects were stopped at that point and were net included in

t e subeequent data anslysia.

Thirty of 45 subject- reached criterion within 21 trials. The

6
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Results and Discussion

n across subjects of the storage, retrieval and overall correct

recall measures are graphed in figure 8 as a function of trials. Retrieval

reaches a stabl- 90% or better performance level.slightly faster than storage

- _-

Ins_rt Figur- 8 about here

=.0.

(trial C versus 10). The backwards-learning curves plotted separately for-the -

storae, retrieval and overall r_call measures are displayed in figure 9. The

pre-criterion performance'indicates that both storage and retrieval undergo

Insert figure 9 about here

gradual improvement prior to criterion.

Inspection of Figure 8 indicates that most of the improvement as -a result.

-f repetition occurs by trial R. Nevertheless the improvement in the storage.

and retrieval measures between trials 1 and 8 are statistically independent

across subjects, .34, df 28, 117 .05. This law correlation also attests

the validity of separation procedure since it indicates that then

are uncontaminated.

There are At 1- st three note-worthy featu es for .the present research.

FIrst, the storage-retrieval separation procedure has been success ully general-

ized to theyA task, providing an important methodelogic 1 improvement to the PA

paradigm. Second, the observed-independence between the s Drage and retrieval

processes in PA acquisition is conBisttnt with the previous v reported indepenee

nce in the retention function in the BroWn-Peterson task (Chechile; 1973; Che-

chile & Meyer, 1976f Chechile &'Butler, 1975; and Gerrein, 1976). Third, taken

Ike a whole, the PA list does not appear to undergo identifiable c--nges or stagee



that correspond to st rage-and
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rieval processes. In fa t, apart from a

slightly more gradual acquisition function for storage as compa

all levels of learning are characterized by both storage and r_

o retrieval,

evalehangee.

Of course, however, individual pairs may have undergone stage-like changes.

8
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